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EFFECTIVE, EFFICIENT AND ECONOMICAL – HIGH PRESSURE WET BLASTING AND PRESSURE
CLEANING SERVICES READY AND WAITING

Services include:
• High Pressure wet blasting
• Trained & competent operators
• Full quality assurance
• Environmentally friendly chemical free cleaning
• Mobile onsite
• Building and concrete renovation
• High Pressure: 5000 psi (350 bar) – 7250 psi (485 bar)
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RT & NJ Construction are proud to provide competent and capable services in the area of high
pressure wet blasting and pressure cleaning. Our unit is specifically designed for laitance removal
and wet blasting of concrete surfaces, degreasing, descaling and disinfecting in a wide range of
commercial and industrial situations. The unit is fitted with spark arrestors and fit for all above
ground sites including, mining, Construction both Civil and domestic, transport, light and heavy
manufacturing and primary industries.
Spitwater cleaners offer high performance, efficiency and world class after sales service and spare
parts back-up which in turn will provide a reliable and readily available service for your relative
needs.
Unique to the Spitwater it consists of a Cooling Tank on this industrial range machine. This protects
pump seals from overheating when machine is in bypass (trigger closed mode) ensuring longer
pump life and less maintenance therefore a dependable asset that is manufactured to get the job
done whilst on your site.

The Spitwater HP3523AE cold water cleaner features the following details allowing you to obtain a
clear concept of its versatile benefits
•Pump Pressure: 5000 psi . 350 bar
•Turbo Pressure: 7250 psi . 485 bar
•Flow: 23 l/min.
•Engine: Honda GX 660 with electric key start - 24 HP class
•Engine Warranty: 3 Years
•Pump Speed: 1450 rpm - ‘oz-tuff’ tooth belt drive reduction
•Pump Protection: cooling tank with 100 % full by-pass
•All steel construction
•Rollover frame with lifting hook
•Four foam filled wheels
•10 m high pressure hose
•Gun with single lance spray nozzle
•Proudly Australian made
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Spitwater is an Australian manufacturer which backs its quality range with world class parts and
after sales service support. At RT & NJ Construction we are strong believers in supporting Australian
based companies with the knowledge that we will have local support and access to any ongoing
needs. Purchased locally supply of any items are less than 1 hour away.
The benefits of pressure cleaning
Pressure washers use water and compressed air to create a powerful stream of water that can be
used to remove dirt, grime, fungus, algae, etc. from difficult outdoor surfaces. Pressure washers
have the ability to get into cracks and crevices that otherwise may be impossible to get into. Because
it is just water, the stream created by pressure washers is safe to inhale or come in contact with.
The extreme pressure of the water created by the compressed air lets the water do all the work,
We offer an impeccable safety record and have a reputation for reliability and professionalism. We
have a large range of equipment for both major projects and maintenance requirements whether
on-site or in a workshop.

Benefits
There are many benefits of high pressure cleaning. They include:
•Easily removes stubborn stains and grime. It is particularly effective in removing mineral
and lime deposits that occur over time.
•Ecological alternative: does not use harsh chemicals that will be destructive to the natural
environment. High pressure cleaning only uses pressurised water
•Economical and affordable
•Faster and more powerful than conventional cleaning methods
•An easy way to upkeep larger spaces such as warehouses and factories
•Improve the appearance
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Essentially, the water molecules are effectively charged by energy. The speed and force in which
these molecules are released- controlled by the machinery- causes the water to become an effective
and powerful cleaning agent. It will thus be powerful enough to blast away heavy build up of dirt or
grime that would ordinarily be very difficult to remove. It is also useful in spill control situations
effectively and minimises chemical use by only utilising biodegradable or natural chemical cleaning
products. Moreover, removing bacteria, tyre rubber, and grit from general foot traffic and
preventing the surface from becoming dangerously slippery or unhygienic becomes easy with these
cleaning solutions.

One of the important benefits of high pressure water cleaners in the creation and maintenance of
high occupational health and safety standards. In addition to that, high pressure cleaners are
second to none on cleaning up an environmental mess caused by pollutant or foreign matter. Also
your choice of cleaning services are highly customisable to suit each individual job ensuring
efficiency and preventing damage. Further from this the Spitwater system can be applied for use in
building and concrete renovation, water sand blasting as well as cleaning of tunnels, bridges and
large surface areas in a timely manner.
Allow us to provide you with this beneficial service by contacting RT & NJ Construction for an
informative quote and answer any questions regarding the implementation of this service to your
site.
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